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By Patrick Madrid

Our Sunday Visitor (IN). Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 175 pages. Dimensions: 6.8in.
x 4.2in. x 0.6in.When non-Catholics start quoting Bible verses to prove that Catholic teachings arent
biblical, reach for this powerful Bible-based explanation and defense of the Catholic Faith! Where Is
That in the Bible shows you how to deflate standard objections to Catholicism and how to use
Scripture to bring people into (or back into) the Church. Veteran apologist and best-selling author
Patrick Madrid gives you simple ways to: Show the true meaning of verses anti-Catholics twist to
attack the Church Give Biblical answers to the most common questions that non-Catholics ask
Catholics about the Church Explain exactly what the Bible teaches about the pope, priestly celibacy,
the divinity of Christ, homosexuality, abortion, salvation, purgatory, the use of statues and icons,
confession to a priest, baptism, and other issues often objected to by non-Catholics Interpret the
Bible correctly, according to authentic Christian Tradition and steer clear of common mistakes
many people make when reading Scripture Share the riches of the Catholic Faith more effectively,
especially with those who consider Catholicism to be unbiblical. This item ships from multiple
locations. Your book may arrive from Roseburg,OR, La Vergne,TN....
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ReviewsReviews

This book is great. I have go through and so i am confident that i will going to read through once again again in the future. I am just easily can get a
satisfaction of looking at a written book.
-- Miss Vernie Schimmel-- Miss Vernie Schimmel

The book is easy in study easier to comprehend. I have study and that i am certain that i will gonna read once again once again in the foreseeable future.
Your lifestyle span will likely be transform the instant you comprehensive reading this pdf.
-- Dr. Jaydon Mosciski-- Dr. Jaydon Mosciski
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